Exploring

COLOUR
“There are no
mistakes.
What happens during
the process of making
something is sacred
and organic”
		

Vicki Noble

Colour is all around us
affecting us, vibrating, and yet we can be numbly unaware
It is perhaps one of the most expressive of our choices in our environment.
We choose to paint a wall a certain colour knowing that the sun will brighten it
or the shadows of the evening give it depth.
Sometimes we play safe and make sure that all our walls are neutral!
(And our lives?)

So let’s go straight in and take a risk
Take some paper
some strongly coloured paint
some water and a good thick brush

To paint is to love again
and to love is to live to the fullest
Henry Miller

Now just see what happens
as you apply as much paint
as you can to the paper
Work as large as you can
Enjoy the field of colour
Lose yourself in it
What moods does it evoke?
What are you expressing about yourself
your likes and dislikes?
Try out colour combinations
that you would not try on your wall
or in your clothes
Take risks

Unconditional acceptance of feeling then
allows the person maximum learning
evolvement, and attunement
Ceanne Derohan

The local painters were my idols...These
artists, too, were grownups, but they were
grownups who could still see! Their eye was
still in love! like mine!
Frederick Franck
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And the golden bees were Making white combs
and sweet honey from my old failures”

When you start a painting, it is
somewhat outside you. At the
conclusion, you seem to move inside
the painting

A. Machado, translated by Robert Bly in The Rag and

Fernando Botero

Bone Shop of the Heart

Enjoy your discoveries
Notice how colours that harmonize
like yellows tipped with blue
turning to shades of green,
can be soothing
Choosing colours that are
complementary
- like blues with oranges can be energising and surprising.

The subject
matter is the
colour

Everything works in some way, has some effect.
Nothing is a mistake in and of itself. There is always
an experience and a learning in it,
disturbing or otherwise.

and your exploration of it
and response
to it

Try letting pieces dry and later working again
on them
or even tearing up paintings and
collaging them together
to build up a rich surface of pure
colour

The unfolding of the unexpected
becomes the energy that drives you.
You discover how thirsty you are for
exploration without analysis. You
feel strangely at home in a place
y ou can’t define. You are truly
creating.
Michell Cassout and Stewart Cubley
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Being aware

of how we and other people use and choose colours
- and how on different days it expresses different
moods - helps us to connect with others

Become aware
of what you choose to wear,
what flowers you choose to have in your garden or room
and how you express a mood through your choice of colour
Perhaps the colours you have chosen not only affect yourself but others too.
Try being surprising to yourself.
Try wearing something you find daring.
Try arranging objects on a shelf to draw attention
to their beutiful colours. Try talking about your
ideas with other people and exchanging views on
different colours with them.

Give yourself
time to explore colour. Enjoy painting. Spend longer
than you planned on this. Get used to doing something
without a specific outcome, no specific pressure to see
where it leads you.

I try to apply colors
like words that shape
poems, like notes that
shape music
Joan Miro

At the heart of all creativity is a willingness to let go and play - and
risk the unknown.

Nothing new can be
created without this
“chaos”
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About Building COmmunity Through Arts
Building Community Through Arts (BCA) was developed as part of Kew Studio’s outreach work
in a series of projects from 1993 – 2002. Toolkits and programmes have been recently updated and
are presented as a set of free tools for use by anyone wanting to develop a community using arts
workshops and encounters. Visit kewstudio.org/explore-creativity/.
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